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An alternative derivation of the k-class estimators ĩ~i i pĩhi i u~~ĩn~i n~u~~i m. In our study another derivation of this system is given which differs from the derivation of Malinvaud on two points.
1. Introducing the Kronecker product of matrices it is possible to transform the simultaneous equation model into a well-known model viz. the general linear model with restrictiona.
2. Using the theorems on extrema of quadratic forms it is possible to give a solution of the problem without introducing a normalization rule.
Afterwards one can choose an appropriate normalization rule.
Some Theorems on the Extrema of Quadrate Forms
These theorems, on which the derivations in~4 are based, are given here without proof. The proofs can be found in Rao 1965.
Theorem
Let x be an n-vector of real elements.
x1 be an m-vector of the first m(~n) elements of x.
x2 be an (n-m)-vector of the remaining elements of x.
B be an n x k matrix of real elements Further the modes. contains m error terms e~, E~,...,em and can be described
The model is complete i.e. B 1 exists
The et (t -1,~...T; are independent identical distributed random variables with expectatio:. U and non-singular covariance matrix E.
Hypothesis 4
The equation to be estimated is identified.
Hypothesis 5
The exogenous variables are uniformly bounded i.e. there exists a number K such that for every i(i -1,2...k) and every t(t -1,2...,T) Izitl~K 
For the'properties of the Kronecker product we refer to Neudecker 1968.
The problem can be solved as follows
Step 1
Estimate, vith the sid of generalised least squares vec II' starting from known b and c taking into account the restriction (6) In other words minimize
S-[ vec Y-(Im~Z)vec II'j' (S2-~~IT) [ vec Y-(Im~Z) vecll'J (7)
subject to the restrictíon in (6)
Step 2 
-~-ï}:e~inimum variance unbiased estimator of p' vec it' is p'vec ;Í' -p' D~(a2-~~Z) vec Y t P' D2(-~)
where vec II' is the solution of the equations
Solution of this equations gives
(ii) Ia step 2 w~substitute v~c P.' into (7) 
From theorem 2 in section 2 it follows immediately that the infinum of (29) equals a~, where a1 is the smallest root of
This means that for every 5 that is a solution of
The equations (28) and (31) can be combined to
If we take as normalization rule that the first.element of b equals -1 then the system of equations (32) 
